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Abstract: The lockdown measures implemented worldwide to slow the spread of the COVID–19
pandemic have allowed for a unique real-world experiment, regarding the impacts of drastic emission
cutbacks on urban air quality. In this study we assess the effects of a 7-week (23 March–10 May 2020)
lockdown in the Greater Area of Athens, coupling in situ observations with estimations from a
meteorology-atmospheric chemistry model. Measurements in central Athens during the lockdown
were compared with levels during the pre- and post-lockdown 3-week periods and with respective
levels in the four previous years. We examined regulatory pollutants as well as CO2, black carbon
(BC) and source-specific BC components. Models were run for pre-lockdown and lockdown periods,
under baseline and reduced-emissions scenarios. The in-situ results indicate mean concentration
reductions of 30–35% for traffic-related pollutants in Athens (NO2, CO, BC from fossil fuel combustion),
compared to the pre-lockdown period. A large reduction (53%) was observed also for the urban
CO2 enhancement while the reduction for PM2.5 was subtler (18%). Significant reductions were also
observed when comparing the 2020 lockdown period with past years. However, levels rebounded
immediately following the lift of the general lockdown. The decrease in measured NO2 concentrations
was reproduced by the implementation of the city scale model, under a realistic reduced-emissions
scenario for the lockdown period, anchored at a 46% decline of road transport activity. The model
permitted the assessment of air quality improvements on a spatial scale, indicating that NO2 mean
concentration reductions in areas of the Athens basin reached up to 50%. The findings suggest
a potential for local traffic management strategies to reduce ambient exposure and to minimize
exceedances of air quality standards for primary pollutants.
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1. Introduction

A pneumonia of unknown cause was detected in Wuhan, China at the end of December 2019.
This was found to be caused by a newly discovered coronavirus (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
CoronaVirus 2 or SARS–CoV–2) leading to an outbreak of the infectious coronavirus disease,
COVID–19 [1,2]. The outbreak swiftly navigated the globe and was declared as a pandemic by
the World Health Organization (WHO) on 11 March 2020. In Europe, the first cases were reported by
the end of January, with the first confirmed SARS–CoV–2 case in Greece announced on 26 February [3].
To date (24 October 2020) the total number of confirmed cases in Greece approaches 30,000, resulting in
more than 500 deaths. The region of Attica, including Athens, the capital and largest city of Greece,
is the area with the highest number of cases (45% of cases confirmed nationwide) [4].

Most people infected with the virus will experience mild symptoms, but a considerable number
of cases will require hospitalization and may develop fatal complications [5,6]. The WHO, considering
the primary spread mechanism of SARS–CoV–2, has suggested to maintain a distance of 1.5–2 m
between people. Moreover, some studies have shown a plausible, indirect, transmission pathway
through ambient aerosols [7–9], as the virus can remain viable on aerosols for hours [10]. The current
understanding of the virus’ transmission has dictated the necessity of physical distancing measures,
which have been adopted in various degrees by state authorities around the world.

Following the implementation of confinement measures in countries responding to the
COVID–19 pandemic, an improvement of anthropogenic pollution conditions was suggested, at first by
satellite observations. Satellite data on NO2 concentrations have shown reductions of up to 30% in some
of the early outbreak epicenters (China, Italy, Eastern USA, etc.) under some form of lockdown [11,12].
It was immediately evident that the consequences of the pandemic had essentially allowed for an
unprecedented large-scale experiment to quantify the impact on air quality if the unnecessary use of
passenger cars in urban areas was eliminated [13]. In this respect, ground-level ambient measurements
using reference instrumentation are essential, as the gold standard to assess concentration levels
and regulatory compliance [14]. Furthermore, the continuous assessment of air quality variations
during the COVID–19 outbreak periods is critical, since short-term exposure to elevated pollutant
concentrations has been linked to increased risks of infection [15,16].

A number of studies analyzing in situ air quality data during the pandemic period have reported
results from China and other Asian countries [17–20]. In Europe, the first studies were from Southern
European countries that applied large-scale confinement measures from the outset to counter the
rapidly spreading disease [13,21–23]. The observed reductions in pollutant levels are associated with
corresponding reductions in the intensity of emission sources. However, a quantitative assessment of
these effects, which can function as a roadmap for future air pollution mitigation strategies, requires also
a modelling approach. As the observed changes are also influenced by meteorological variability
and potential inter-annual emission trends, some recent model sensitivity experiments have aimed to
isolate the fingerprint of lockdown measures on air pollution [24].

In this study, we evaluate the effects of the lockdown on air quality in Athens, Greece—an
urban area with over 3 million inhabitants and a history of aggravated air pollution [25–28]—by
analyzing the changes during its enforcement, in comparison to the pre- and post- lockdown periods.
The analysis is also expanded to the four previous years, for the respective periods, allowing for a more
comprehensive consideration of the possible effects of short- and long-term fluctuations in emissions
and meteorological conditions. The study is focused on regulated pollutants that have local primary
emission sources—mostly related to vehicular traffic—in Athens (CO, NO2, PM2.5) and also includes
parameters that have not been thoroughly examined yet by studies on COVID–19 effects, such as
urban CO2, black carbon (BC) and BC components related to fossil-fuel and biomass burning. In parallel
with in situ observations, we apply and validate a coupled meteorology-chemistry model (TAPM) to
simulate pollutant concentrations in high spatial resolution—with an emphasis on NO2—under the
assumptions of emission reduction scenarios and against a business-as-usual baseline. This permitted
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to estimate the fraction of observed mean concentration changes that was associated with reduced
human activity during the lockdown period.

2. Study Area and Methods

2.1. Lockdown Measures in Greece and Selection of Study Periods

In Greece, containment measures were implemented as early as 27 February, first at the local
and regional levels (e.g., cancellation of carnival events). The restrictions were gradually expanded
nationwide including closing buildings of all educational institutions on 10 March, closing all food
service establishments, shopping centers and sports facilities on 13 March and closing commercial
stores on 16 March. Given the minor impact of this partial lockdown on the mobility of citizens,
it was quickly upgraded to a general lockdown on 23 March. Along with the general provisions for
social distancing, the use of personal vehicles was prohibited with the exception of commuting
to workplaces, health facilities and essential goods suppliers (e.g., supermarkets, drugstores,
gas stations). Public transportation also worked on a less frequent schedule while passenger vehicle
transportation outside the regional boundaries was forbidden [3,29].

During the lockdown period, an effective decrease in the mobility of citizens was recorded,
exceeding 50% on average for movement to retail and recreation facilities and workplaces in Attica [30].
With the SARS–CoV–2 spread coming under control and an observed decrease in the rate of new
infections [29], the phasing out of the measures began on 4 May, when free circulation of passenger
vehicles within the boundaries of each regional administrative unit was allowed unconditionally.
On 11 May, which is considered the start of the post-lockdown period in Greece [31], a large number of
citizens returned to their workplaces and commercial activity recommenced with the opening of a
large portion of commercial facilities.

The present analysis for in-situ measurements (NO2, CO, CO2, BC and components, PM2.5) covers
the full period of Spring 2020. Regarding the analysis of in situ measurement results, the examined
lockdown period is determined from 23 March to 10 May, the pre-lockdown period is 1–22 March
(earlier measurements during winter were not considered in order to avoid overtly confounding the
results with the impact of residential heating emissions) and the post-lockdown period is 11–31 May [31].
Moreover, the levels of NO2 and BC components are examined during the respective periods in the
four previous years to better characterize observed changes in 2020. Regarding the analysis of
modeling results, the simulations in 2019 and 2020 cover the months of March and April, with the
lockdown period beginning in 23 March, in line with the analysis of in situ measurements.

2.2. Sites and Measurement Periods

The Athens basin (450 km2), bound by medium−altitude mountains and by the Saronic Gulf to
the south-southwest, concentrates the majority of the population (3.1 of 3.8 million) and economic
activity of the Greater Area of Athens (GAA) in the region of Attica, Greece (Figure 1). A large number
(over 2.8 million) of vehicles is registered in Attica, of which the large majority (approximately 90%) are
gasoline-powered private cars. The vehicle fleet also includes over 100,000 diesel-powered light- and
heavy-duty vehicles, buses and taxies [32]. After the long-standing ban on private diesel-powered cars
was lifted in 2011, new registrations ensued at an increased rate with respect to gasoline-powered cars,
however, their participation to the total passenger fleet is relatively small up to now [33]. While the
majority of households still use heating oil or natural gas as space heating fuel during the winter months,
since 2012 and due to the recession in Greece, the use of wood in fireplaces and stoves increased
dramatically [26,34], leading to pronounced wintertime air quality events, especially regarding particle
pollutants [35–37]. A much smaller contribution of wood-burning emissions has been observed during
March and April compared to the winter months, during the past six years [28]. The major non-traffic,
non-heating, activity affecting the Athens basin is shipping at and around the port of Piraeus, the largest
passenger port in Europe (although passenger traffic is typically reduced in the vacation off-season)
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and the second-busiest container port in the Mediterranean. Industrial activity inside the Athens basin
is limited [27].
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Figure 1. (a) Satellite overview of mainland and insular Greece, indicating the Greater Area of
Athens (GAA) and the EMEP regional background sites of Finokalia, Crete (FKL) and Aliartos,
Central Greece (ALI); (b) Overview of the GAA indicating the urban background Thissio (THI) site
in the Athens basin; (c) Near view of the Thissio Air Monitoring Station atop the Nymphs Hill,
in central Athens. Source: Google Earth, 10 August 2020.

The climate in the area of Athens is Mediterranean-type, with relatively dry springs. Due to
the topographical features of the Athens basin, winds flow mainly along the SW-NE axis. In March
and April, strong northerly flows, effective throughout the day, are the dominant regime, while weak
daytime southerly flows are also frequently observed. In May, strong northerly winds are mostly
confined in daytime, while the prevalent wind regime is associated with sea breeze circulation from
southern directions [38]. The average mixing layer height is not expected to display significant
variability between the spring months [39].

In situ measurements were conducted at the Thissio (THI) Air Monitoring Station (37.97326◦ N,
23.71836◦ E, 105 m a.s.l) of the National Observatory of Athens (NOA), located in the historical center
of the city. The sampling height was 4 m above ground. The urban background THI site is not directly
affected by traffic sources, since it is surrounded by a pedestrian zone and moderately-populated
neighborhoods [40,41] and, therefore, is considered representative of background conditions in the
central Athens basin [26,37,42]. An overview of the study area and the study site is provided in
Figure 1.

2.3. Measurements at the Central Site

Continuous monitoring of carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx: NO, NO2)
was conducted using APMA360 and APNA360 gas analyzers (Horiba Ltd., Kyoto, Japan),
respectively, at 1-min resolution. The analyzers are routinely calibrated with certified standards.
PM2.5 concentrations were determined by a reference-grade beta attenuation monitor (PX–375,
Horiba Ltd.), providing measurements averaged on 3-h intervals. The sample flow (16.7 L min−1) that
was separated using a PM2.5 sharp cut cyclone (VSCC 2.251, BGI Inc.) was pre-heated to limit the
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effects of ambient humidity [43]. Black carbon (BC) concentrations were measured using a dual-spot
7-wavelength AE-33 Aethalometer (Magee Scientific, Berkeley, CA, USA), at 1-min resolution and a
flow rate of 5 L min−1 [28]. The determination of BC concentrations is performed at 880 nm. The AE-33
aethalometer provides direct estimates of the BC fraction deriving from biomass burning (BB%) by
applying the aethalometer model [44,45] in real time, therefore, allowing for the determination of
the biomass-burning (BCbb) and fossil-fuel (BCff) source-specific BC components. Measurements
of CO2 were obtained using a Picarro 2401 (Picarro Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) cavity ring-down
spectrometer (CRDS). The operation is based on the cavity ring-down measurement principle [46,47],
using a laser source and a high-finesse optical cavity for measuring gas concentrations with high
precision (10 ppb for CO2 with 1 s integration time). The same instrument type was operating in
parallel at the Finokalia (FKL) regional background EMEP monitoring site in Eastern Crete, Greece,
at a distance of 350 km to the S–SE of Athens over the Aegean Sea (Figure 1). Period average
(pre-lockdown, lockdown, post-lockdown) concentrations measured at Finokalia were subtracted from
1-h concentrations measured at Thissio to obtain the urban enhancement of CO2 (∆–CO2). While a
site closer to the Athens basin would have been preferable as a background site to better isolate the
contribution of urban emissions to CO2 (as ∆–CO2), this configuration still makes it possible to extract
the large-scale contributions responsible for the trends and seasonal cycles of CO2. All pollutant
data were processed as hourly-average values (3-h averages for PM2.5 at Thissio). Distributions of
examined time-series were examined using the Shapiro-Wilk test and they were found to deviate
significantly from normality (p < 0.01). Consequently, the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was
applied to test the statistical significance of comparisons between observations in independent dataset
samples corresponding to the various periods and years (therefore, it should be noted that the reported
test results do not refer directly to comparisons between sample means). Meteorological data used in
the study (temperature, relative humidity, wind speed/direction, precipitation and solar radiation)
were continuously recorded during the study period, at the meteorological station of NOA in Thissio.

2.4. Model Configuration and Setup

The air quality fields over the urban area of Athens were simulated using The Air Pollution
Model (TAPM) V4 ([48,49]. TAPM is a prognostic meteorology-dispersion model, capable of predicting
the flows important to local-scale air pollution, utilizing a background of larger-scale meteorology
provided by synoptic analyses (here from ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis). The meteorological component
of TAPM is an incompressible, non-hydrostatic, primitive equation model, with a terrain-following
vertical coordinate for three-dimensional simulations.

The air pollution component of TAPM uses the predicted meteorology and turbulence from the
meteorological component and consists of: (i) the Eulerian Grid Module (EGM), which solves prognostic
equations for the concentration mean and variance; (ii) the Lagrangian Particle Module (LPM) to
represent near-source dispersion more accurately; (iii) the Plume Rise Module to account for plume
momentum and buoyancy effects for point sources; (iv) the Building Wake Module (not used here).

The model includes a chemistry mode with sulfur and fine particle chemistry (PM10, NOX, NO2,
O3, SO2, PM2.5), which is composed of gas-phase photochemical reactions based on the Generic
Reaction Set and gas- and aqueous-phase chemical reactions for SO2 and particles. Wet and dry
deposition are also simulated. More details on TAPM—overview, equations, parameterizations and
verification results—can be found in listed references [50–56].

In this study, the meteorological component of TAPM was used to perform nested simulations
with 4 domains centered at 38◦2′ N, 23◦43′ E, with a horizontal grid spacing of 12 km (parent domain),
4 km, 3 km and 1 km (innermost domain) and a common vertical structure of 30 terrain-following
layers (first layer at 10 m, vertical top height at 8 km). Urban area (with the same horizontal resolution),
line and point source emissions were produced by a newly developed disaggregation algorithm,
successfully tested in Athens [57] and Hamburg (Germany) [58]. The algorithm exploits the regional
CAMS–REG–AP emission inventory, re-griding it using contemporary, high-resolution spatial proxies,
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suitable for each source type and sector. The hourly 2–D boundary concentrations were based
on regional background in situ measurements at the EMEP sites of Finokalia, Crete and Aliartos,
Central Greece (ALI, Figure 1) with the exception of 2020 boundary concentrations for PM2.5, which were
provided by a near-city regional background site (VOU, see Section 2.5).

The model was applied for March and April of 2019 and of 2020. A baseline scenario using
the conventional emissions, as briefly described above, was implemented for both 2-month periods.
For the Greek lockdown emissions scenario implemented here (23 March–30 April 2020), the adopted
anthropogenic activity data derive from the thorough estimation approach of Le Quéré et al. [31].
Percent changes in the activity level for each sector are provided therein, not only as global averages but
also for European countries including Greece. The extracted indices that have been used to compose
the lockdown (confinement level 3) reduced emissions scenario in the present study, are:

• 46% for road transport (urban congestion index in Europe)
• 35% for industry (change in coal consumption and/or steel production in China

and USA, respectively)
• 85% in air transport (flight change in the Mediterranean countries of Italy and Spain)
• 2% in energy (change in the Greek power sector, based on daily electricity load)

2.5. Ancillary Measurements

A number of low-cost PM monitors (PA–II, PurpleAir LLC, Draper, UT, USA) have been installed
by NOA at residential locations across the Athens basin (in the framework of the national research
infrastructure PANACEA), to track the spatial and real-time temporal variability of PM2.5 levels.
The devices are calibrated using a multiple regression model against reference instrumentation—since
their measurements display a high degree of covariance (R2 > 0.80)—accounting also for relative
humidity effects [43]. The hourly-average recorded/calibrated concentrations from seven devices in
March–April 2020 were utilized for the validation of model predictions on a spatial level (all sites
are of urban/suburban background type and, therefore, representative for a wider area around their
specific location). The monitor at the periphery of the basin (area of Vouliagmeni—VOU) was used
to provide boundary PM2.5 concentrations to the model in 2020. The configuration of the low-cost
network is displayed in Figure S1 of the Supplementary Material.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Representativeness and Influence of Meteorological Conditions

In order to attribute observed changes of pollutant levels during the lockdown to changes in
the intensity of sources, the potential impact of prevailing meteorology has to be examined [18,59].
Consequently, the variability of meteorological parameters, as recorded at the NOA meteorological
station in Thissio, was investigated, both during 2020 (March–May) and during the previous years
(Table S1 of the Supplementary Material).

As it turns out, the 2020 study period does not present important meteorological irregularities
compared to the average patterns of the four previous years. The average horizontal wind
speed—an important parameter for the accumulation/dispersion of primary pollutants in the
urban environment [26,60,61]—was 2.9 m s−1 during 2016–2019 (March–May), almost equal to
the corresponding average in 2020 (3.0 m s−1). For precipitation, which can lead to reduced ambient
levels especially of particle pollutants, through washout and rainout [62], the total rainfall amounts
recorded during the 2016–2019 spring periods were 43–116 mm (69 mm for the pre-lockdown and
lockdown periods combined), compared to 105 mm in Spring 2020 (76 mm for the pre-lockdown and
lockdown periods combined). These levels are generally comparable to the mean spring precipitation
calculated by a 150-year record of measurements (1860–2008) at the Thissio meteorological station [63],
which, notwithstanding the inter-annual variability, documents relatively stable decadal averages.
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Changes in the mean values of meteorological parameters during 2020, across the three selected
periods (before, during and after the lockdown), were moderate and comparable to those observed on
average during the previous years, for the same time intervals. In 2020, the average wind speed was
similar during the first two periods (3.1 m s−1), showing a decrease during the third period (2.5 m s−1).
Long term observations and synoptic flow analysis for Athens indicate that during May, the area comes
under the increased influence of an anticyclonic regime that covers the Eastern Mediterranean while the
frequency of closed low pressure systems subsides. Under these conditions, the strong, synoptic-scale
northern winds that are observed during March and April become less frequent, giving place to weaker
mesoscale winds mainly associated with sea/land breeze circulation [38]. These observations were
verified during the 2020 study period, with a prevalence (>50%) of northerlies during the pre-lock
and lockdown periods and a higher frequency (62%) of flows from the southern sector during the
post-lockdown days. A reduction in wind speed during the third period was also observed during
the previous four years on average, albeit of smaller magnitude. Regarding precipitation, the pattern
between the three periods was fairly stable when compared between 2020 and 2016–2019 on average
(although there was considerable inter-annual variability). In 2020, the rainfall amount was higher
in the lockdown period compared to the non-lockdown periods, but its intensity and frequency,
which is a more relevant proxy of atmospheric washout, remained low (10 days with rain during
23 March–10 May 2020 for a cumulative precipitation of 47 mm). Days when total rainfall exceeded
10 mm, a threshold over which notable effects on PM concentrations are expected [60], were very
infrequent (1, 1 and 2 days for the three successive periods in 2020).

Overall, it can be considered that observed changes in atmospheric pollutant levels during the three
examined periods of 2020—and also in comparison to previous years—should be mainly attributed to
changes in the intensity of primary sources rather than to meteorological factors. This argument is
discussed and further delineated by the comparison of the model simulations incorporating different
emission scenarios before and during the lockdown (Section 3.3). These observations regarding the
meteorological effects have implications mainly for primary pollutants from direct emission sources.
The concentrations of secondary pollutants, such as ozone, are largely determined by the climatological
profile (enhancement of photochemical production during the transition to the summer period) [64]
and long range transport, and they are not analyzed in the present study.

3.2. Changes of Ambient Pollutant Concentration Levels during the Lockdown Period

The changes in mean concentrations of pollutants during the three periods of 2020 (pre-lockdown,
lockdown, post-lockdown) are displayed in Figure 2. For all examined pollutants, there was a
decrease during the lockdown period, with changes being statistically significant at least at the
95% confidence level (p < 0.05). Statistics for 2020 concentrations are provided in Table S2 of the
Supplementary Material. Average diurnal cycles for pollutant concentrations in the three periods of
2020 are presented in Figure S2 of the Supplementary Material.

For NO2, the average reduction during the lockdown was 32%, compared to the
pre-lockdown period. NO2 is a good indicator of primary vehicular emissions in urban areas [65,66] and
especially emissions from heavy-duty vehicles, as it has also been shown by emission inventory studies
in Athens [32]. Substantial decreases in NO2 levels following the implementation of lockdown measures
have been generally reported in large cities, as documented by both ground-level measurements and
satellite observations [11,67]. At sites around the world with pollution levels comparable to Thissio,
Athens, similar decreases have been reported. For example, an average reduction of approximately
26% was registered during the first 3 weeks of the lockdown compared to the previous 2 non-lockdown
weeks at 2 urban background sites in Rio De Janeiro (Brazil) [68]. Moreover, the reported reduction in
Athens is close to the average reduction during the COVID–19 period (31%) as calculated from data
in 121 U.S. counties [14]. However, it was somewhat lower than those reported by similar studies in
large European cities. An average reduction of 54% and 53% at mostly urban background monitoring
sites in Rome and Turin (Italy) was found by Sicard et al. [22] during the respective lockdown periods.
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Tobias et al. [23] documented a 47% decrease of urban background NO2 concentrations in Barcelona,
in the first two weeks following the lockdown in Spain, compared to the previous month. In Madrid,
Spain, an average reduction in NO2 concentrations (48%) at eight urban background locations was
reported during the first two lockdown weeks compared to the previous fortnight [13]. Even larger
reductions (57–61%) have been registered for the metropolitan area of Milan, Italy, during the
enforcement period of the total lockdown. With the region of Lombardy being an early epicenter of the
pandemic outbreak in Europe, the large reductions reflect the severity of the enforced containment
measures, that included also suspending most of industrial production [21].
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Figure 2. Average concentrations of measured pollutants (a): NO2, (b): CO, (d): PM2.5, source-specific
black carbon components (e): BCff, (f): BCbb and estimated urban enhancement of measured CO2 (c):
∆–CO2), for pre-lockdown (1–22 March), lockdown (23 March–10 May) and post-lockdown period
(11–31 May) in 2020 at the Thissio site in Athens. Percentages indicate the relative changes between
the periods.

CO concentrations were also reduced by 35%, a decrease which, based on the estimated
contributions of various sectors in CO in Athens during the non-heating season, should be
attributed mainly to the reduction of emissions from passenger vehicles, light-duty vehicles and
two-wheelers [32,33]. Indicatively, the reduction of the mean weekly vehicular traffic volumes in
the Athens basin during the lockdown period was 40–50% with respect to the same periods in 2019
(data reported by the Greek Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, based on measurements from
600 loop detectors in major roads of the city). The comparable percentages for CO and NO2 reductions
at the city-center site implies a similar pattern of decreased activity across categories of the vehicle fleet,
although the different contributions of sources other than road transport should be also considered.
Nakada and Urban [69] showed similar reductions for NO2 and CO during the partial lockdown in Sao
Paulo, Brazil. However, studies during the total lockdowns in industrialized areas of Hubei, China and
Lombardy, Italy [17,21] have reported lower reductions of CO with respect to NO2, probably indicating
an additional effect of reduced emissions of nitrogen oxides from stationary large combustion sources.

Interesting results were obtained for CO2, since, to our knowledge, this is one of the first studies
to present ambient CO2 measurements during the COVID–19 period. Average CO2 levels decreased
by 2.1% (9.1 ppm) during the lockdown compared to the pre-lockdown period, a change which,
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although subtle, is still statistically significant at the 99% confidence level (p < 0.01). This reduction is
reasonably small compared to other pollutants due to the very long residence time of the greenhouse gas.
After subtraction of the respective period-average regional background concentrations and the
recalculation for the ∆–CO2 parameter, the reduction during the lockdown period was 58%, comparable
to those observed in major cities internationally, where high-precision methodology is used for CO2

measurement, such as Paris, France and Mexico City, Mexico (Ramonet, unpublished results, 2020).
A decrease of anthropogenic CO2 emissions at a global scale during the COVID–19 pandemic period has
been predicted by modelling studies, based on realistic scenarios for reduced mobility and production
during the confinement period [31,70]. Indicatively, Le Quéré et al. [31] estimated a reduction of 27%
of mean daily CO2 emissions in Greece (2020), within the range of reductions in EU states reported by
the same study. The large ∆–CO2 reduction observed in Athens should be also attributed—to a lesser
extent—to the substantial effect of additional sources [71,72] related to the seasonal cycle of residential
heating (wood-burning and also combustion of heating oil and natural gas), which—unrelated to
lockdown measures—declines up to the end of the heating season in Athens (mid-April) [28]. This is
readily evident by the diurnal cycles displayed in Figure S2c of the Supplementary Material, with high
nocturnal levels of CO2 during the pre-lockdown period, reflecting the intensity of nighttime residential
combustion emissions, combined with the shallow, stable, boundary layer [73]. In the diurnal cycles
of the next two periods and, especially, during the post-lockdown period in warm May conditions,
this nocturnal plateau is largely absent. These patterns are also present in the diurnal cycles of NO2

and CO (Figure S2a,b).
The relative variability of traffic and residential biomass burning emissions by period can be

illustrated by the evolution of BC concentrations and its source-specific BCff, BCbb components.
The BCff fraction, associated with emissions from fossil fuel combustion, which mainly translate to
vehicular emissions (Figure S2d of the Supplementary Material) in the area of Athens [28,39], showed a
decrease comparable to that of NO2 and CO (33% on average). The respective reduction for the
BCbb fraction, which is associated with biomass burning almost exclusively for residential heating
in Athens during the cold period [28,40] was 53%. Such a reduction is regularly observed in Athens
over the last years [28], as can be also seen in the analysis in Section 3.5. Nevertheless, this decrease
was obviously independent of the enacted measures and rather related to the gradual deactivation
of residential heating as a source, with rising temperatures [42]. This observation becomes evident
when examining the diurnal plot in Figure S2e of the Supplementary Material, with BCbb initially
displaying a typical residential heating nocturnal peak, which becomes much less obvious during
the lockdown and is absent in the post-lockdown period. Conversely, the cycles for BCff during the
pre-lockdown and lockdown period display mostly a scaling effect with a minimal additional nighttime
enhancement, indicating the small effect of heating oil combustion for BCff levels during the late cold
period of the year [35]. Overall, the average decrease of BC concentrations during the lockdown
was 40%. In comparison, Tobias et al. [22] found a reduction of 45% at an urban background site
during the lockdown in Barcelona, a value also similar to the NO2 reduction in their case. In the greater
area of Milan, Collivignarelli et al. [21] reported a large reduction in BC concentrations reaching 70%,
which they have considered to be representative of the cumulative reduction of road transport mileage
in Lombardy.

Regarding fine aerosol (PM2.5), a decrease was also recorded (18% on average), although smaller
when compared to other pollutants, but still corresponding to a statistically significant change at the
95% confidence level (p < 0.05). The smaller decrease can be attributed to the multitude of sources
and atmospheric processing mechanisms governing PM2.5. Source apportionment studies at the study
site [35,36] have established that secondary and regionally transported secondary particles constitute the
largest fraction of PM2.5 (exceeding 50%) and similar contributions have been found at urban/suburban
background sites over the Athens basin [27,74]. On the other hand, the contribution of vehicular traffic
at background sites in Athens is smaller, in the range of 10–30% [27,35,36]. These are reflected on the
relatively flat diurnal cycles for PM2.5 and the absence of a pronounced morning traffic peak (Figure S2f
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of the Supplementary Material), even during the pre-lockdown period. Precursor emissions for these
secondary particles—especially SO2 and organics—mainly originate from large scale combustion for
energy and industrial production in Northern Greece, the Balkans and Eastern Europe [27,36,75,76].
These emissions are expected to be less reduced in comparison to urban traffic emissions during the
lockdown period (for example, a reduction less than 10% has been reported in the electricity load
in the EU–28 countries during the lockdown periods) ([31] and references therein). It is, therefore,
reasonable that at urban background sites the cutbacks of traffic emissions will have a smaller footprint
on PM2.5 levels. At a global scale, an analysis for the 50 most polluted capital cities has reported
an average reduction of 12% (5% on average for 15 European capitals, not including Athens) for
PM2.5 concentrations during the quarantine periods compared to a reference pre-quarantine week [77].
Most studies in urban areas have also reported lower reduction rates for PM2.5 concentrations compared
to NO2 and CO [14,22,78,79].

3.3. Estimated Changes in Emissions and Spatial Variability of Concentrations for NO2 during the Lockdown

Given the general absence of real-time anthropogenic emission data, a modeling approach was
devised to match the observed concentration levels to a realistic emission reduction scenario. The initial
step of this task was to assess the model’s ability to reproduce the hourly concentration values in Athens.
The evaluation was performed by comparing the model outputs to available measurements (Sections 2.3
and 2.5) and calculating the mean bias (MB), the normalized mean bias (NMB), the squared correlation
coefficient (r2) and the Index of Agreement for NO2 and PM2.5 (Table S3 of the Supplementary Material).
Both 2-month periods (March–April) of 2019 and 2020 (Section 2.4) were used for the evaluation for
NO2 estimates, using the appropriate emission approximations (a baseline emissions scenario for
non-lockdown days and a reduced emissions scenario during the lockdown). Overall, the model
tended to overestimate NO2 and PM2.5 concentrations, with mean MB values of 1.2 and 6.0 µg m−3,
respectively (Table S3 of the Supplementary Material). The correlation among the hourly values of
predictions and observations (r2 of 0.32 and 0.37 for NO2 and PM2.5, respectively) was statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level (p < 0.05) and indicated a fair capability of the model to
reproduce the hourly variation of the two pollutants. The NMB value was fairly small for NO2 (22%)
and moderate for PM2.5 (44%). In order to provide a dimensionless measure of model accuracy, the
Index of Agreement (d) was also calculated. In the case of NO2 its value was 0.72, showing a relatively
good match with the measured values. For PM2.5, the mean d value was 0.63. The model performance
for this simulation study is consistent with previous TAPM applications in other cities [55,56], as well
as with recent model application studies in the area of Athens [42,80].

The resulting changes in emissions were evaluated by assessing the NO2 hourly model performance
during the lockdown period (23 March–30 April 2020). Figure 3 depicts NO2 levels at Thissio, as derived
from measurements (red dots) and model simulations. The model results correspond to the baseline
scenario (conventional emissions from anthropogenic activity) during the pre-lockdown period
(blue line) and the lockdown (23 March–30 April) period (blue area), the latter superimposed on results
from the lockdown emissions scenario (orange area). The major effects of the confined anthropogenic
activity (hourly reductions of more than 8 and up to 28 µg m−3 in NO2 levels, when comparing the
baseline and reduced emissions scenario) can be seen by the morning and/or evening peaks (typically
associated with traffic congestion in central Athens), while milder impacts (less than 3 µg m−3) are
predicted during midday (Figure 3, inserted panel).
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Figure 3. Mean 3-h levels of NO2 (µg m−3) in Athens (Thissio), based on measurements (red dots,
1 March–30 April) and city scale model simulations, using conventional emissions (blue line for
1–22 March), combined with a lockdown emissions scenario (orange area for 23 March–30April).
The superimposed blue area corresponds to a hypothesis without COVID19–related measures.
Also displaying (inserted panel, black line, secondary axis) the estimated net decrease comparing the
two scenarios (baseline—lockdown emissions). Tick marks on x-axis correspond to 00:00 UTC + 02:00.

The selected lockdown emissions scenario appears to be justified by modelling results, with the
mean predicted value for NO2 at 18.1 µg m−3 being comparable to the respective value from in-situ
measurements (18.4 µg m−3). Given the tailpipe origin of NO2 in urban areas, the assumption of an
almost 50% reduction of vehicular traffic on the road network of Athens (which is also in agreement
with reported reduction rates in mobility and actual traffic volumes), appears to be reasonable in order
to interpret reduced NO2 levels during the lockdown period.

Consistent with in-situ measurement findings (Section 3.2), the average NO2 concentration during
the pre-lockdown simulated period was 28.2 µg m−3, indicating a decline of around 10 µg m−3 during
the lockdown, on average (36%). The baseline scenario, if applied during the lockdown period,
would result in an average NO2 concentration of 24.6 µg m−3, i.e., 13% lower than the actual mean level
before the lockdown. This finding might be attributed to the higher precipitation amounts compared to
the non-lockdown period, as discussed in Section 3.1. As already argued in the meteorology and in-situ
measurement sections (Sections 3.1 and 3.2), the lockdown is confirmed by the model as the dominant
factor for this drop in average NO2 levels, with a contribution that is estimated to reach 65%, through the
inter-comparison of differences between the baseline and the lockdown emissions scenarios, before and
during the lockdown. Excluding the changes in the intensity of primary sources, the remaining 35% of
the mean reduction in NO2 levels can be attributed to the different meteorological conditions during
the lockdown, when compared to the pre-lockdown period.

Maps of average NO2 concentrations and concentration differences between the two periods,
as predicted by the simulation scenarios in the GAA, are presented in Figure 4. The spatial distribution
of NO2 did not change substantially between the pre-lockdown (Figure 4a) and the lockdown period
(Figure 4b). The inter-comparison of the two periods (Figure 4c) shows a reduction of 30–40%
over the majority of municipalities in the urbanized Athens basin (see discussion in Section 3.2).
The mean reduction calculated for the urban center of Athens (red-lined area in Figure 4c) is 27%.
The reduction of NO2 levels over the Athens basin has been also indicated by columnar tropospheric
NO2 observations (TROPOMI/Sentinel–5 Precursor), with a monthly average reduction of 9% between
April and March [81]. Among the reasons for the milder difference calculated using satellite data are
that the reported value for March contains days with confined anthropogenic activity, and that the
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reported satellite means derive from a column, which horizontally is not confined in the Athens basin
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Figure 4. Mean surface NO2 (a) concentrations (µg m−3) during the pre-lockdown period (March 1–22),
(b) concentrations (µg m−3) during the lockdown (23 March–30 April 2020), (c) percent (%) changes
between the pre- and lockdown periods, as predicted over the Greater Area of Athens (GAA).
The location and the mean measured value of the Thissio monitoring site is indicated by a circular
colored marker.

The mean measured reduction in NO2 levels at Thissio (31%) is very close to the mean modelled
reduction in the municipality of Athens (29%), further supporting the representativeness of findings
at Thissio for central Athens. Higher reductions (40–50%) are predicted to the north of the urban
center and downhill of the northern mountainous barrier of the Athens basin (Parnitha mountain).
These spatially confined maxima should be rather associated with the small displacement of the
terrain-dependent concentration gradients during both periods (Figure 4a,b) than to dissimilarities in
concentration patterns bound to different local meteorological phenomena.
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3.4. Recovery of Ambient Pollutant Concentration Levels Following the Lift of Lockdown Measures

Examining concentration levels during the post-lockdown period, an initial assessment can be
made as to whether pollutant levels returned to their typical, for the season, values (Figure 2, Table S2
of the Supplementary Material). It also enabled the validation of the comparison results from the two
initial periods (pre-lockdown and lockdown), as in the post-lockdown period there was no longer a
confounding influence of domestic heating, which can affect, to a lesser extent, the levels of pollutants
regarded here as traffic indicators. It is evident in Figure S2 of the Supplementary Material, that NO2,
CO, CO2, and BCff in the post-lockdown period, register typical bimodal diurnal cycles related to
morning and evening rush hours during the warm period in Athens [26,28,82].

Concentration levels rebounded immediately after the end of the lockdown period. The changes
in Athens were positive and statistically significant for all examined pollutants, with the obvious
exception of BCbb, which in May decreased further and ranged within regional background levels [37].
Average levels of ∆–CO2 and CO increased by 78% and 40%, respectively, almost reaching their
pre-lockdown levels (lower by 25% and 8%, respectively compared to the pre-lockdown period).
The results justify the attribution of the lockdown decreases mainly to the reduction of vehicular
emissions and not to the deactivation of the residential heating source. In support of this, a different
direction of change for the two BC fractions was observed, with BCff displaying a 53% increase
and returning to the pre-lockdown mean levels (approximately 1.0 µg m−3), whereas BCbb further
decreased to a mean concentration of 0.2 µg m−3. The first studies that have reported results following
the relaxation of lockdown measures have also indicated the fast reversal of improved air quality
conditions that prevailed during the lockdown period [83,84], while also emphasizing the need to
consider the effect of site-specific and episodic conditions [85]. In September 2020, the European
Environmental Agency (EEA) has announced that pollution reductions were short-lived, with levels of
air pollution rebounding as lockdowns were eased and vehicular transport resumed across Europe [86].

Higher increases were observed for NO2 and PM2.5 (72% and 57% on average, respectively).
For NO2, the increase is compatible with the return of a large number of vehicles in circulation and
could also indicate more increased circulation of heavy-duty vehicles to supply the commercial sector
that resumed operation. However, it should be also noted that during 14–18 May, there was a local
photochemical pollution episode in the Athens Basin, characterized by unusually high solar radiation
intensity. Indicatively, the total solar radiation during this timeframe in 2020 was by 23% increased in
comparison to the corresponding average value calculated for the four preceding years (26.3 against
21.4 MJ m−2, on a daily basis, respectively). It is likely that the episode resulted in the increased net
atmospheric production of NO2 [82,87,88]. If the event days (14–18 May) were omitted, a relatively
smaller increase would be observed (55% on average, corresponding to an average concentration of
28.3 µg m−3—slightly higher than during the pre-lockdown period). Almost at the same time, there was
a notable, regional, African dust transport event, peaking during 15–18 May (see satellite imagery and
air mass back-trajectory plot in Figure S3 and Figure S4 of the Supplementary Material, respectively).
Such dust episodes, in extreme cases, can inflate also the fine particle fraction, as it is commonly
observed during springtime in Athens [89]. If the 15–18 May episode was excluded, the average
increase of PM2.5 during the post-lockdown period would be 29%, for an average post-lockdown
concentration of 18.4 µg m−3 (comparable to pre-lockdown levels).

3.5. Changes in Concentration Levels in Comparison to Past Years

To further support that the observed changes were indeed related to the applied measures and
not to the seasonal variation profile of emissions or to episodic events, the 2020 concentration time
series of NO2 and BC were compared to those observed during the 4 previous years. Long-term
downward trends (e.g., due to pollution abatement policies) are generally considered as a co-factor
that can bias this type of analysis [90]. In the case of Athens, existing data of both pollutants do not
exhibit significant inter-annual trends for the period after 2016 [28,91]. In order to reduce the noise
from day-to-day variability, but also to enable comparison between different years (e.g., by smoothing
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weekend effects), a moving average approach was followed [20]. The 7-day moving averages
(centered on each observation day) were applied on 2020 concentrations. The same procedure was
followed for the 4 previous years in order to calculate a 4-year average value from the respective
moving averages during 2016–2019.

Figure 5 shows the two generated time-series, as well as the corresponding minimum-maximum
ranges for the 2016–2019 years. It is clear that for NO2 and BCff, during the lockdown period,
concentrations were consistently lower than the corresponding minimums observed across the
preceding 4 years. On the contrary, during the pre- and post-lockdown periods, the 2020 levels were
mostly within the ranges (or higher) observed in the past. Following a completely different pattern,
BCbb levels in 2020 displayed similar levels and a typically decreasing seasonal trend, as in the
previous years.
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Figure 5. 7–day running mean for pollutant concentrations (a): NO2, (b): BCff, (c): BCbb, measured in
2020 and 2016–2019, in Athens (Thissio). Displaying 4-year averages of running mean values and
minimum−maximum range (dashed-lines) for 2016–2019.

Detailed, period specific, statistics for NO2, BC, BCff and BCbb during 2016–2020 are provided in
Table S4 of the Supplementary Material. It is observed that concentrations of traffic-related pollutants
(NO2, BCff) during 2016–2019 were relatively stable among the three examined periods (pre-lockdown,
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lockdown, post-lockdown). However, this pattern was overturned in 2020, with NO2 and BCff levels
decreasing significantly during the lockdown period, when the difference of concentrations compared
to the 2016–2019 average was 42% and 47% for NO2 and BCff, respectively. Conversely, small differences
(−10% to +9%) were observed for the pre- and post-lockdown periods, between 2020 and 2016–2019.
This considerable change in the concentration levels of 2020 during the period of interest, is further
supported by the model findings. In particular, the reduction of the mean NO2 levels from 2019 to
2020 at the grid point of Thissio reaches 42% for the lockdown period, i.e., more than twice the one for
the pre-lockdown period (18%). As shown in Table S3 of the Supplementary Material, these differences
are comparable to those corresponding to in situ measurements.

The majority of studies comparing the changes during the 2020 lockdowns in major cities,
against control periods 2–5 years in the past, has reported NO2 concentrations reduced by 30–60% [17,59,69].
Also, a reduction of 47% compared to 2019 has been found for elemental carbon concentrations during
the lockdown in Wuhan, China, mostly attributed to decreased emissions from vehicular sources [92].
In Southern European cities, Sicard et al. [22] documented decreases of 30–63% at sites in Rome, Turin,
Nice and Valencia, with respect to 2017–2019, which become lower if only non-traffic sites are considered.
Baldasano [13] presented NO2 reductions in the range of 43–54% in Madrid and Barcelona, with respect
to 2018 and 2019, highlighting also the importance of different meteorology between the compared years.
Meteorological conditions along with the severity of confinement measures and the adherence of
the population to their enforcement are important parameters for observed reductions in this type
of analysis. For example, very large reductions (80% on average) for NO2 concentrations were observed
in Quito (Ecuador), compared to 2018–2019, during a total lockdown period that included the full
suspension of industrial production and public transportation [93]. Berman and Ebisu [12] in their
study covering the contingent U.S. reported a mean reduction of 25% for NO2 levels against 2017–2019,
with the mean reduction in counties that adopted late or no business closures being slightly lower (24%).
However, in cases where more relaxed “stay at home” measures were followed, such as in Memphis,
TN, where transportation of citizens was not restricted and businesses remained open, no air quality
improvements were observed whatsoever [94].

4. Conclusions

This study analyzes the effects of the lockdown due to the COVID–19 pandemic on air pollution
in Athens, Greece, exploiting the synergy between in situ measurements and city scale modeling.
A thorough assessment of NO2, CO, CO2, PM2.5 and BC concentration levels was performed
for Spring 2020, in conjunction with meteorological parameters, to identify and quantify the
lockdown-related changes in air quality conditions, in comparison to the pre- and the post-
lockdown periods, as well as against the preceding four years. The present study is among the
first to explore the signal of the lockdown on urban CO2, allowing potential inferences regarding
the effectiveness of climate change mitigation strategies on an urban scale. Under a new global
economic model, such as the “Green Deal” discussed in Europe, this global experiment and up-scalable
use cases, like the one presented here, can prove rather useful for informing decision making with data,
delineating the chain between measures, emissions and air quality.

For all examined traffic-related pollutants, there was a statistically significant mean reduction
during the lockdown in Athens (23 March–30 April 2020), when compared to the pre-lockdown period.
In particular, NO2 decreased by 32% and CO by 35%, while the BCff fraction, associated with emissions
from fossil fuel combustion, presented a similar decrease (33%) as well. These observed reductions
were highly dependent on reduced road transport in the urban zone. The fine aerosol fraction (PM2.5)
showed a smaller dependence on the cutbacks of emissions (18% on average), as its greatest part is
rather linked to atmospheric processing. Finally, urban CO2 monitoring provided interesting results,
with a large reduction in the urban CO2 enhancement (58%), indicative of significantly reduced total
urban emissions. In the case of Athens, the levels of the studied air pollutants in Spring 2020 did not
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appear to be strongly dependent on meteorological irregularities or inter-annual trends. This constitutes
an advantage of this study, as it was easier to identify and evaluate the lockdown effects.

A city scale air quality model was evaluated and deployed to simulate the lockdown effects
on urban pollution. The motivation has been threefold: first, to simulate the meteorology-pollution
conditions and evolution during the lockdown, in order to improve the quantification of the
lockdown impacts; second, to confirm the, otherwise difficult to quantify through direct measurements,
appropriate emission reduction scenario that matches the measurements; third, to produce geospatial
information on the levels and patterns of pollution change within the Athens basin. The implementation
of the reduced emissions scenario (which includes a 46% reduction in road transport as the main
lockdown impact) resulted in NO2 mean concentration decreases of 30–40% over most of the
Athens basin, in agreement with the reduction in levels of measured relevant traffic-related pollutants.
Results from the hypothetical scenario of “business as usual” during the lockdown, indicated that
at least 65% of this reduction can be attributed to the confinement conditions, the rest being linked
to meteorology.

The rapid change of air pollution levels while passing from the pre-lockdown to the lockdown
period and the immediate rebound of concentrations as soon as measures were lifted, hints at a
viable direction for abatement of urban pollution. Strategies such as defining low-emission zones,
reconsidering the percentage of vehicles allowed in city centers and promoting electro-mobility could
prove rather efficient. For cities with pollution characteristics like those of Athens, such targeted
interventions could help to eliminate exceedances of air quality standards, especially for NO2

and PM10, that are still observed at traffic sites. The successful synergy between modeling and
in-situ measurements in a global, real-word experiment undertaken during the COVID–19 pandemic,
provides confidence in modeling different pollution and climate change mitigation scenarios and
can influence policy from city to regional scales. In the case of Athens, the findings can be
considered representative of an extended urban area around the city center allowing for better
informed urban planning. Other research directions in the framework of air quality studies under
urban lockdown, may encompass the optimization of measures to tackle ozone exceedances by
gaining insights on VOC− or NOx− limited atmospheric conditions driving ozone formation, or with
detailed source apportionment studies coupled with modeling scenarios to obtain geospatially-resolved
information on actual reductions of source contributions.
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